
ACHC Standards address continuous improvement in clinical outcomes  
and effective operational practices to create a feedback loop for  
sustainable delivery of high-quality, patient-centered care. Standards  
for all programs cover:

n    Governance and Administrative Functions

n    Clinical Functions 

n    Quality and Risk Management Functions 

More Comprehensive 

ACHC programs are created in consultation with representatives of the  
settings they address to ensure that they are appropriate and meaningful.

n    Surveyors are licensed healthcare professionals and subject matter experts 
with practical understanding of the settings they survey.

n    Survey teams are assembled to maximize value to providers by aligning 
knowledge and experience with the services being assessed.

n    ACHC believes flexibility in meeting the standards does not compromise 
quality and our surveyors share and encourage best practice to help you 
raise the bar for your organization.

More Relevant 

ACHC OFFERS MORE 
SO YOU CAN OFFER MORE TO 
YOUR PATIENTS.

ACHC OFFERS MORE 
SO YOU CAN OFFER MORE TO 
YOUR PATIENTS.

MORE COST EFFECTIVE

You need industry expert guidance to close the gaps and empower your team. 
ACHCU has you covered with a comprehensive suite of resources to further  
your success.

n     Gain valuable insight through our healthcare accreditation webinars,  
workshops, tools, and custom education.

n     HealthTrainU, a brand of ACHCU, is an IACET-accredited learning management  
system to simplify employee training and tracking for compliance.

n    ACHCU Academy offers educational resources for hospital, laboratory,  
and ambulatory surgery center accreditation and certification programs.

More Educational

We’re here to help. 
To learn more, visit our website at achc.org, call us at (855) 937-2242,  
or email customerservice@achc.org.
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More Cost-Effective

ACHC has a history of driving success with industry-leading programs.

n    Beginning with community-based agencies, new programs have been added 
to meet customer needs with a goal to address the full continuum of care.

n    PCAB, a brand under ACHC since 2014, is the recognized leader in compounding 
pharmacy accreditation based on USP guidelines.

n    HFAP, the nation’s original healthcare accreditation organization, joined ACHC 
in 2020. Its positive reputation for an educational, customer-centric survey 
aligns with ACHC values and adds acute care hospital, critical access hospital,  
clinical laboratory, ambulatory surgery center, and office-based surgery  
accreditation to our expanding portfolio of programs.

More Experience 

ACHC focuses on your needs. Accreditation is customized to fit your business. 

n    We work with industry experts to develop and evaluate standards.

n    We welcome strategic partners to add value for their constituents.

n    We certify consultants through ACHCU to support their success in preparing 
client organizations for accreditation.

n    We support organizations in their commitment to achieving and maintaining 
safe, high-quality patient care while building business efficiencies.

More Collaborative

ACHC provides clear information on accreditation survey costs with up-front,  
flat-fee pricing.

n    ACHC is a single source accreditation solution providing flexible options  
for survey scheduling to meet the needs of individual organizations and  
comprehensive healthcare systems.

n    Our consistency in process and evaluation of compliance reduces cost  
associated with:

 —  Survey preparation.

 —  Correcting deficiencies.

 —  Maintaining accreditation readiness.
And More...

  acute care hospital

  ambulatory care

  ambulatory surgery center

  assisted living

  behavioral health 

  critical access hospital 

  clinical laboratory

  dentistry 

  dmepos

  home health

  home infusion therapy

  hospice

  non-sterile compounding

  office-based surgery

  palliative care

  pharmacy

  private duty

  renal dialysis

  sleep

  sterile compounding

Available Programs 


